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Fears of flying, driving, and riding on a bus or train can be generally described as
excessive, irrational fears of that mode of transportation and avoiding traveling in that
manner at all costs or endured with high levels of distress. Many people cope with their
fears in the short-term by avoiding that mode of transportation all together or, as with
fear of flying, fly with the help of medication, drugs, or alcohol.
Fears of a specific mode of transportation are relatively common in the western world.
Often the fears originate from one or more common themes:
1)
fear of death or injury by transportation accident
2)
fear of having intense anxiety or a panic attack while in transportation
and that resulting in a catastrophica outcome (i.e. social embarassment, heart attack,
stroke, losing control, not being able to function), and
3)
not being able to escape the situation if the need to do so arose.

Catastrophic Fears Associated with Transportation: Physical Injury or Death
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Another common fear driving anxiety about transportation is the fear of
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more about seizures and heart attacks, their warning signs and risk
factors.
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Catastrophic Fears Associated with Transportation: Psychological
A variety of concerns around psychological functioning (i.e. losing control, not being able to function) can
drive fears of transportation. Often this is related to a fear that they may have a panic attack while flying,
driving, or riding on a train or bus. In fact, clinical experience and research show that having a panic attack
will not lead to a total loss of control. Even though high levels of fear or anxiety, or even a panic attack, may
make someone feel somewhat confused, unreal, and distracted, people are almost always still able to think
and function. Often times, other people won’t even notice when someone is having a panic attack.
Coping with Fear of Transportation
While it can be natural to respond to the fear with avoidance and
unhealthy behaviors such as drinking or taking medications to tolerate
the trip because of the instant reduction in anxiety they offer, these
actions often maintain the fear. Rather, facing the fear and the
sensations the fear produces marks the start of the road to eliminating
the fear all together. Through exposing oneself to the feared situation
(flying, driving, riding on a train, etc.) one can learn that the situations
are not as dangerous as once thought, that they can indeed tolerate
the anxiety or fear the situation produces, and that they actually
reduce on their own over time. If symptoms persist and are interfering
with life and activities, mental health professionals can help provide
exposure therapy through new emerging virtual reality simulations or
by practicing in the real world.

Basics of the
Exposure Strategy
- Acknowledge feelings rather
than resist them – when we
push feelings away they tend to
come back stronger.
- Have confr accoidence that the
feelings of fear and anxiety will
reduce on their own if you do
nothing in response to them.
- Think critically about the fearful
thoughts you are having – are
they focusing on possibility or
probability?

